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I. INiTRODUCTION

The previous procedure of acceleroiieter calibration for shock signals has

been rather slow and inaccurate. The g-level measurements of both the test -

signal and the reference signal were made with a ruler from a 2-3/4 x 3-3/4

Polaroid photograph taken off a regular oscilloscope display in real time.

Not more than one inch amplitude was available per signal. The method of

calibration was not changed, but the procedure was automated. The oscillo-

scope was replaced by an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter, the measurements

were evaluated at computer speed, and the Polaroid photograph was replaced by

a hard copy of the display on the terminal screen, which also contained the

N.,

complete test results with a] I necessary setup and transducer paravieters.

>..1 ...*
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. I1. METHOD

2.1 DROP BALL CALIBRATOR

The principal design of a drop ball calibrator is shown in Figure 1. The

ball falling through the tube imparts its acquired momentum on the anvil on

which the reference and the test gage are mounted. A damping pad is used to

tailor shape and force of the impact while the size of the ball and the anvil

determine the range. The anvil is held in place magnetically until tile ball

hits, producing a haversine-shaped acceleration signal in the transducers. A

trigger signal is generated ny the interruption of a light heam so that the

transducer signals can be captured on a scope or by the comIputer analog input

interface. Figure 2 is a photograph of an implementation of a drop ball cali-

brator. For a description of the method in manual operation, see Reterence 1.

2.2 DATA ACOUISITION

The transducers receive their proper excitation which is constantly moni-

tored on volt and ammeters for exact values. The accelerometer output signals

are routed through low-pass filters, which remove unrelated measurement system

noise, and then applied to the computer analog input where they are digitized.

These filters also condition the signals to comply with the Nyquist sampling

requirements (Ref. 2). The sampled data are then processed by the automation

program ACCAL. Figure 3 shows the drop ball calibrator setup with signal con-

ditioning and other measuremaent equipment.

?,3 IDATA PROCESSING

.oth signals are calibrated with the previously entered scale factors and

analog gain factors. An autoscale algorithm sets the display scale so that

,xmaximum visibility is obtained. The reference signal is inverted for a more

convenient display to avoid interference with the test signal. The apparent

test gage sensitivity is calculated from the reference gage Teasurerient and

cotipared to the manufacturer sensitivity data. The percentage ditference is
V°j evaluated and a bell is rung when a certain value is exceeded.

h1  2
°° °°2

°,'. . . -
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Figure 1. Drop ball calibrator schematic.
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-/ 'ar part of the autormation consists in tiavin the plot 0t .,
s' si Jna Is i nclIutde alI pd armeteur and 1;-,as iireoerit i n tort a tl1on w i ch to r'ev i o, I y i),j(i

to I~e recorded by hand or was not docuwented at a]l / .ha ro coly ot t os

sl ay can be obtained on deriand iii 11 s ano is i ade a p)erianent i'art ot the
[" '[ lagie docirientation.

Several ,ieasurements on the saree gage under the san ie condi t i oils Can be

averaged to reduce the eftect of statistical measurejioent uncertainties. Pk

second, time-base-expanded plot is provided that shows the details of the

shape of the returned si nal s.

1 ri goi ng from one measurei rent to the next , only those pa ra, iet(, rs need to

be entered that are different from the last setup. Analog signal offsets are

re.oved bn a baseline calculation that consists of averaging a large nowmer of

data points before the shock signal arrives and correcting the data for this

offset. The input range for the analog computer interface is coiputed from

the paraeter entries and the input attenuator is automatically set up to an

optirutm value..

The data processing station, part of which is used for the accelero)reter

calibration, is shown in Figure 4.

.': -

%."

i
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Ill. PROCED1,RE

3.1 OVERVIEW

The calibration procedure described here is for piezoresistive accelerom-
,.1* eters. It starts with the transducer channel history that is documented on a

form called the Channel History Sheet. The entries which link the transducer

to a particular test and channel and which are particular requirei:ents for

this measurement are provided by the Instrumentation Project Officer (IPO).

The static tests then begin in the calibration laboratory. These are con-

figuration measurements like bridge resistances and calibration step response.

The dynamic test is conducted with the drop ball calibrator and a

PDP-11/34 computer. It uses the Time Series Language (TSL)* ofperating system
which provides A/f input interfacing and a powerful display package. The hard

copy of the computer graphics output is.then attached to the Channel History

Sheet.

3.2 HARDWARE

3.2.1 General Considerations. The Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AFIIL)

Formi 49 (Transducer Channel History, Sample in Fig. 5) outlines the checks and

inspections performed on each transducer before it is used in an instrumenta-

tion system. Before performing these checks the following should be checked.

'- a. Cleanliness of work area.

h. Foam pad for gage rest. Used to protect transducer from inadvertent

high-y inputs.

c. Positive electrical connections.

d. Torque wrench capable of applying 3 N.m (26 in-lbt).

e. Drop ball calibrator survey notebook. Allows operator to select anvil
'V1,. and hall to approximate the dynamic input that he wants fnr the test gage.

f. Project otticer's prediction and assignment sheet.

g. Manufacturer's data card. Used to compare data for final acceptance/

non-acceptance.

*TradeiFiark of Genkad, Time/Dnate IDivision, San Carlos, Calitornia.

8
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3.2.? Calibration Equipment. Figure 6 shows a typical test setup with
equipment layout and identification to accomplish the various checks. (ther

pieces of equipment may be substituted to perform the same fiinctions. Care in

setting this up properly results in more accurate data. Ensure that all items

with a calihration requireoent (standards lab) are within date. Preliimiinary

checks consist of resistance measurements and are performed manually. IlynaI Iic

. - checks use the drop ball calibrator and are performed automatically with a POP

11/34 computer. Operation of the coiaputer will be described in paragraph 3.3.

3.2.3 Transducer Channel History (Fig. 5)

3.2.3.1 Instrumentation Project Office Entries. All spaces marked

with an asterisk are normally completed by the Instrumentation Project Officer

" (IPO) before receipt in the instrumentation laboratory.

3.2.3.2 Operatioial Pertormance Entries

a. Static Tests

(1) Turn on equipment itens and allow 30 mrin mini mui'i warmup.

(2) Megohmmeter: set test voltage to 50 V iaximum.

(3) Select accelerometer of proper range and type according

to the requirements on channel history sheet. Record serial number (S/N) in

block 12.

(4) Remove test accelerometer from its protection box and

place a foam pad.

(5) Perform mechanical inspection. Record in block 15.

() Twist conductors together and connect to iegohymmeter as

shown in Figure 7. Record conductor to case resistance in block 19.

(7) Connect regohim eter as shown in Figure 7. Record con-

dIictor to shield resi stance in block 20.

(2) Connect riegohi;eter as shown in Figure 7. Record shield

-- to case resistance in block 21.

() Connect tes; t acce I eroi eter to tern i na st r i caret uk 11

.atchin,, colnr to color.

10

- ... I
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MEG-OHM METER H/P MODEL 4329A

BLOCK 19 BLOCK 20 BLOCK 21

HOOK-UP HOOK-UP HOOK-UP

"'"'<ACCELERO-

METERCONDUCTORS

J.,, j

Figure 7. Meter connection.

(10) Select a resistance range on meter No. 2 (output onitor)

that allows reading the transducer bridge to the nearest ohm.

(11) Place function switch (Fig. 8) in Rin position. Record

reading in block 22.

(12) Function switch to kou t• Record block 23.

(13) Function switch to RI. Record block 24.

(14) Function switch to R2. Record block 25•

(15) Function switch to R3. Record olock 26.

(16) Function switch to R4. Record block 27.

(17) Compare readings obtained in steps (11) arid (1?) anovo

to hir and Rout on i;lanufacturer's data card. flajor differences are cause to

set transducer aside for additional tests and possible return to ianutactirer.

h. Flyna iic Test. Refer to Fi ure S arid rnte that the dynaFiic
hookuJ) inclides the standard acceleroi'ieter arid drop hall calitbrator. Caution

- Do rnot .hook up transducer uintil step (7) bel ow is coi p]oted.

12
W. %
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DAL CAL

INBAL

EX

RED
R 4 + EX

R3

R2 GRN R OUTWT
% *SIG , . -SIG

RO T

RI

FUNCTION SWITCH

Figure 8. Function switch.

(1) Turn on equipi-ient iteris and allow 30 rin minimum warm up

time.

(2) fetermine at what acceleration the transducer is to be

tested. Generally, if there are a number of transducers ot the same range to

be tested, select an input that is approximately one-halt full-scale and test

" all gages at this point. This eliminates constant anvil and ball changes. It

is also the general level that most IPO's select for the transducer operation

because it provides an overrange of 100 percent.

(3) From the drop ball calibrator survey notebook, select an

anvil and ball that will effect a g value closest to the test point desired.

(4) Attach standard accelerometer to anvil and torque to
1.5 -2.P N m(13-24 in-lbf).

(5) Attach test accelerometer to standard accelerometer and

torque to its specifications.

13
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Jb (6) monitor reter No. 3 and set excitation voltage.

(7) Turn ott power supply.

(R) Connect transducer to terminal board.

(9) Turn on power supply and adjust excitation voltage.

Record in block 30.

(10) Read current monitor, meter No. 1. Record in block 29.

(11) With function switch in the imbalance position read

transducer residual imbalance and record in block 33.

(12) Reco-rd aibient temperature in block 13.

(13) Place the anvil so that it is held by the magnets in the

center of the calibrator. The accelerometer cables are routed loosely through

the bottom of the door opening. (A general description of the 21)65C Shock

Calibrator is found in para 3.2.5).

(14) Oetermine a value of the limit resistor by setting

switch on panel. Generally it is IK. Record in block 35.

-4'. (15) Select balance pot, normally 20K, and turn until the

,_ output monitor (meter No. 2) reads zero.

(16) The standard and test transducers are now ready for the
.s. drop test.

(. 17) Set :up computer as described in paragraph 3.3.

12) Reset the charge apiplifier offset by pushinij button on
tront panel

19) Orop the hall down the tube I)y carefil ly releasing the

hall with the fingers.

(2M) The co ,puter will no. he tri t,ered rid indicate on the

lionitrir whether the tri jge r delay hdS )'erI sePt u rorly.

(21) Petpri ine pwhth er the, tri (ler deloi is properly set frorl

the prirtout or from tho di,,ilray ot thf, ra,ilot. '!ter Jot Piitre ) : h,

Pea ' i r ."

:::::: . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..14

--",S. " ," ,. .1".: ;",? -- " -. ,'. .,'':.;'-' ."".'.'', - -'.- .,-, ,_v v.. ,",. . ....-. '- -
- - .* **** * .-- - -. ' -" s *.* * *.- - *.2' - -,:l .l , ' '. . . _ , 

,
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(22) If the transducer signal is not between the arro%4s on

the pl ot (this condi ti on is also indi cated by a pri ntout ot the devi t i o's),

vary the resistance (in decade box and redrop. (If signal needs to he rioved to

the left, increase resistance; if to the right; decrease.) This is usually a

one-time set up, however, operating over a period of time; readjust.unt iay e

necessary.

(23) When the above steps have been accoripl i shed, the con-

puter wi 11 now take over and furnish a coripl ete cal i orat ion hi story as out-
lined in paragraph 3.3.

(24) Information to complete olocks 17, 1, 34, lo , 37, and(

38 can be transcribed from the computer printout, if so desired.

(25) Peteri.iine desired calibration voltage. Use calculated

sensitivity, (M.V/g) times prediction in engineering units ((j). Record in

block 9.

(26) All other channel history entries are made ny tue-

instrumentation van technicians hen the accelerom.eter m,.easurevnt channel is

*' set up for a test.

3.2.4 \ccelerometer Acceptance. A comparison is m!!de in tne cuiputer ot

the mianufacturers sensitivity and the calculated sensitivity fron the test

drop. A tolerance of +5 percent has been defined to determine whether tile

gage is acceptable or not. If a transducer is out of tolerance, try to

correct it by retorquing or correcting any obviuus errors in hooti;p. kedrup .

If error persists, mark and set aside for additional tests and poss ible ret.uirn

to manufacturer.

3.? .5 Pescri ption of the tModel 20C65C Shock Calibrator. T11 ':I I 'C o :
;06F(C Shock Motion Cialibrator- is an iristriwiri:t inter,(e(i ftor ,ist in t .t +r

tory to calibrate accelerorieters. In addition to pertor',irj (1 r ( icmr) ( irl) -

i)ratio0s , the caliorator is suitable for Iredsie rini the r., nnt t re((I t- t

acce I eroi eters.

In the ti)del ?41Y U Thck Ca I ir *r i I ! I I

aol iq),t w i n vil1 to which the u 'Il' (i tti , t~ o'. twlr !w

;i1

• .,...... . . o .. . .. . .. nv . .. .. .. .. .- .. .. .- .- . . ...tr.... ... -.:r.,. .. .. .. .. .... .....-. . .. -...->-.. -2.
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freely until it is caught by cushioning material in the bottom ot the clibra-

tor. Just after the shock motion has been applied to the anvil , the bal I is

stopped by a rubber retaining ring. during the coiriparison calibration, the

same acceleration is applied to both the standard and test acceleroeter.

Comparison shock motion calibrations up to 10,000 g are perforimed with

consistent accuracy. The errors in the comparison calibrations are equial to

or less than those present in performing absolute calibrations over the sdiie

acceleration range. The accuracy of comparison calibration is established by

performing an error analysis on all of the instruments used during the calibra-

tions (Ref. 7). This analysis was made possible after tests had derionstrated

the amplitude linearity of the accelerometer standard at accelerations up to

V 50o,nno g.

Coriparison calibrations can be performed at 20 g, 5(1 g, 100 g, 50() .,

1000 g, 5no g, 10,0o g. In addition, calibrations n:ay he perforried at

intermediate accelerations using smaller balls. The anvils are designed to

attach hack-to-back an END)EVCO Model 2270 Standard Reference Acceleroieter and

a test accelerometer. The standard and test acceleromieter outputs are now

measured simultaneously in a computer (see paragraph 3.3). Tle test acceler-

ometer sensitivity is equal to the ratio of the two accelerometer outputs

-- multiplied by the sensitivity of the standard.

3.3 S)FTWARE

3.3.1 Objective. The Drop Ball Calibrator in conjunction with the pro-

gram ACCAL provides a setup for the autoration of the accelerometer caliora-

tion procedure. By printing the required information on offset-tree, scaled,

and calibrated plots, a complete calihration hi story is provided without the

need to write down any additional data.

3.3.2 Operating Instructions

3.3.2. , Drop Ball Calihrator. Set up l)rop Ra Il Calibrdtor as

V, described in paragraph 3.2.

*, . .. 2.2 Starting the Computer

O___ a. Turn power on

b. Insert (1) t!SIR disk or

(2) ACCIAL Hluppy disk in respective drive 1.

16
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4
c. (1) Spin-up disk by pushing RUN. ,Make sure that Urite-ProJect

light is not ON. if it is, push the momentary Write Protect Switch.

(?) Insert floppy disk and close lid.

d. Press the RESFT PAGE button on the keyboard to erase the

screen of the CRT terminal. V ?.f) will appear on the screen. ]
e. Boot-up the Coliputer System by pressing both CTRI and BOOT

buttons on the computer console. The BOUT operation will not work if the com;-
puter is in IU status. In this case press CTRL arid HLT buttons together to
halt the computer before booting.

f. Upon the hoot , a line of numbers is displayed on the terr:iinal

screen with an 0, symbol on the next line (Fig. C). Type:

(1) OK with USER disk or

(2) DX with floppy disk

and a Carriage Return (CR). Make sure that the key: TTY LUCYK is pushed down.

It not, push it down and repeat U1K (or DX) and CR.

g. The computer is now in the RT-11 operating systei. It sig-

nities this by printinq the operatim system', versin number and a dot on the

next line (Fig. 10).

Note: When using the floppy disk, it takes several seconds to

load the operating system. All subsequent program loads will also take longer

than those described for the USER disk.

h. How the TSL programmiving system has to be loaded by typing : P

TSL. After load (approximately 1 s), the TSL system announces itself on the

terriinal screen and prints a > on the next line (Fig. 11).

i. The accelerometer calibration progrart is now to he loaded by

typing: LUAU 'ACCAI\' This takes auut 10 s. The end of the load is

reported by printing a > on the next line (Fig. 1?).

3.3. 2.3 Inputs troi the Calibrator

a. Connect the Stdmdard (age Signal Conditioner output to the "

input o the analyzer through a 10 kfiz low-pass filter in pulse m Iode. *MI

h. C(onnect the test -vlge si goal conditiorner utlutit to the k iipt ,.

of the arialy/er throu!h a 10 kz low-pass filter in pulse node.

17 S
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Jv •
,..V 

.

007400 006200 177774 0100200

Figure 9. Boot display.

V 2.0

007400 006200 177774 010020- I@DK

RT-11SJ V02C-02

- Figure 10. RT-11 announcement.

:.-',V 2.0

-., 007400 006200 177774 010020
*DIC
RT-11SJ VO2C-O2

.R TSL

TIME/DATA **TSLU* V81 31/51

Figure 11. TSL announcement.

V 2.0

007400 006200 177774 010020.-. ', DK
RT-11SJ V02C-02

•4 *.: .R TSL
TIME/DATA **TSL** V01 31/51>LOAD 'ACCAL'

Figure 12. Program loaded.

18
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3.3.2.4 Running the Prograti-

a. Start the prog ran by typing ,/CCAL and a G. The scret, i1

erase and the progran announces itsel f on the scrd- eri, followed by re(gis sLs tor

entering intormation (Fig. 13).

b . Each request is pri nted on the sc reen, whe re por. the pr'!;rat

halts and waits for the input. Type in the requested infortiation (nd tilliso

it with a CR. A complete set of entries is shown in Fig. 14.

c. Corrections of the entry can be itate with a PUBUT key which
deletes (internally backspaces) the last character. Then type the correct

character. If necessary to go hack ,iore than one character, start the entry

over (only possible before the CR was typed). Type CTRL U by holding d(own the

CTRL key while typing a U (no CR after that). The cot;puter answers with ,M)

AGAI N.

d. If more characters are entered than the l)rovided storage car,

ho l d , the coimputer pri nts: TOO MANY CHARACTERS, and, on the next line: M)

AGAIN (Fig. 33).

e. Enough storage is provided for the various entries so that

this error seldoit occurs.

f. After entering the last information (Range), all entri(s are

displayed for checking, with a request to go ahead or to repeat entries, by

asking OK FOR DROP? (Fig. 15):

(1) If .K. for drop, type Y (yes), and the computer lprints:

WJAlING FOR DROP (Fig. 16). All the answers have to be followed by a CR.

(2) If not O.K., type N (no), and tne program advances to a

display from which the further course of correcting the previous entries can

he selected (fully described below under p.).

(3) If the whole thing is garbled, type 1 (redo) whico nrings
the program back to the start of the gage paramieter entry.

(4) If a cotiplete new stdrt is reytii r,.d e.,;. , it tile test
event text entries (To.s t, [)arte, a nd ! lavte) a re a Is o w r ot ,i, t7 y p e k xit

,  
wl i i

prints a > on the next line. That ;te(,ar's the prof ,ra: d Is t) hP call ed a,: i n

Go back to a.
19
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THIS IS THE ACCELEROMETER CALIBRATION PROGRAM

CONNECT REF TO 'A" AND TESTGAGE TO 'Bf INPUT

TEST EVENT IN WHICH GAGE WILL BE USED:

Figure 13. ACCAL announcement.

THIS IS THE ACCELEROMETER CALIBRATION PROGRAM

CONNECT REF TO 'A' AND TESTGAGE TO 'B' INPUT

TEST EVENT IN WHICH GAGE UILL BE USED:

EIGHT BALL
DATE: 30 FEB 80

NAME: JACK SPRAT
.4-

STD GAGE S/N: UB 34
STD GAGE SENS(MV/G):
? 1.96

TEST GAGE MAKE & MODEL: ENDEUCO 2264A 2KR

TEST GAGE S/N: AR96A
TEST GAGE SENS(MV/G):
? .2492

SELECT RANGE BETWEEN 50 AND 10000 (G)

? 2000

Figure 14. Entry operation completed.

. S-.-.
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g. Uhen the tritjier frori the calibrdtur arrives, I [N.: 2,RK I P ,S

FAST AS I C/N is displ ayeo in the iiiddl,_ of the screen as shown in Fi . 17.

From there it takes 10 s for, the first plot (lonj pot) to apyedr '. saw:h,

of this plot is shown in Fig. 12".

h. A doAu le tone announces that the plot is displayed and triat

the test gage is within ± g percent of the rlanutacturer's sensitivity. A

quadrup le tone is heard when the test ,,a;e is exceedin 1 this tolerance. In

this case, try again to correct a possible bad drop. If error persists, n:iark

and set aside the test fage. A set of options to proceed is displayed on the
hottori line.

For an irii;ediate repeat of the drop, type R followed hy CR.

The prouravi loops hack to the joestion: OK FOR PROP? Reset the drop ball

calibrator and then hit Y. Typing Y before resetting the calibrator riakes the

pror'ai i accept any false trijger that iiight result fron reaching in to reset

the calibrator.

j . If a plot discrepancy indicates a need to change entries, type

S to advance the prograi to the selection of further action (describe below in
.<-. p . )•

k. If not satisfied, type E and exit the program.

1. If the plot shows that tne drop was good enough to be used for

averagingq, type A to add this pIlot to the average. This can be (lone as often

as de si rd. Fach plot is annotated with the ntwiber of averages done so tar.

The curves pl otted and the parameters printed are the ones of the riost recent

drop.

To advance nor:ial ly, type C, tol lowed by CR. The next plot
(short )lot) will appear in 2 s. A saiiile l ot is snowri in Fig. P). One i,(ore

ion is avai able for contiration. Ty iitn P dis~las t , lon <l on t( !)Iii,

tt h.;., o nirds ti coick it i(a in h't r r i r, t, i U it; is (i w fu tjl

_ _ IIl. ,:iT iw fhit 'vt or . riiin ii tir, itr: .l. r.,, nTf ,. i

i_, , i,,, )tw ),rf' 1 t 1' 1

I...° .
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ACCELEROMETER CAIRTO (U 9KZes. %-S AGE
4' o " "'.-. 2See.TEST ;G

PLOT $1 BASELI
PLOT ULULES

DEMONSTRATION
FOR MANUAL CORR__

4 JUN 80
SCHNEIDER

m-a-s,,. ,-PEAKSTD GAGE INU)
PUT P E E

0. TIME .01

TEST GAGES MIM: ENDEUCO 2264A 2KG S/NM AX @3 A
MFR.SENS: .2918(MU/G) PEAK: 1378(G) CAL.SENS: .2849(MU/G)--'-."DIFS 2%

RANGE: 290(G), GAINt.5, ANVIL: 14889.1, BALL: 1.125
STD. GAGE: MFR.SENSt 1.96(MU/G) PEAK$ 1412(G) S/NS UR 34
CONT(C),REP(R),SUITCH(S),EXIT(E),AVG(A),LAST AUG(AC)t

Figure 18. Long plot, raw.

2..4

-, "J, . . 24
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ACCELEROMETER CALIBRATION (Burn 10 KHZ)AG

PLOT 31
PLOT VALUES___ __

- -% -N-NE"-

DEMONSTRATION
FOR MANUAL- - __

4 JUN 80
SCHNEIDER- -

-2500. ___ - ________ 5 GAEIN

.0015 TIME .0035
TEST GAGE: M&M: ENDEUCO 2264A 2KG S/N: AX 03 A

MFR.SENS: .2918(MV/G) PEAK: 1378(G) CAL.SENSI .2849(MU/G)
DIF1 2%

RANGE: 2090G), GAIN:.5, ANVIL: 14889.1, BALL: 1.12S
STD. GAGE: MFR.SENS: 1.96(1V/G) PEAK: 1412(G) S/N: UB 34
CONT(C ),REP(R ),SUITCH(S ),EXIT(E ),AUG(A .LAST AUG(AC ),PREU.PLOT(P):

Figure 19. Short plot, raw. 14
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of this plot are fruit the last drop, however, (as inoicated by the plot

niurber), because the average is taken of the peak amrplitudes only. loth plots

(without the option listing at the Dotton) are autoriatically copied (Figs. 20

and 21).

o. It is not necessdry to call for the short plot, if the lung

plot is already satisfactory. When no averaging is intended, i.e., only one

-- drop is wanted, AC still has to he used to make copies. In this case the

average consists of one drop only. The normal continuation after copies have

been riade is autoi:iatic and winds tip with the display for selecting further

action.

1p. To select further action, a set of options is displayed (Fig.

2?) that can be entered into by typing (always followed by CR):

(1) R for immediate repeat, starting at the same place as the

other repeats described earlier (i.e., OK FOR DROP?);

(2) L for listing the entire set of entries, winding up with

the uuestion: OK FOR DROP?;

(3) G to enter a new range;

(4) M to enter a new riodel of a test gage;

*".@ _

(5) N to enter the new S/N for the next test gage of the same

model

(6) B for changing the size of the drop ball, r-iainly for docu-

mentation in the plot legend (see Fig. 23 for the respective screen display);

(7) T for changing the TEST EVENT text only;

() E for exit from the program. The screen is erased and a

> is printed in the left upper corner;

(9) AC for repeating the automatic plots with the averaged

'- values, if, e.g., the paper in the hard copier had run out.

14 (1. The program can be restarted after an exit ()r a TM- error with

the option of skipping part or all of the entries, if oie is sire they are all

ri ght:

~ .26
L-tz-.
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. -' ACCELEROIMETER CALIBRATION! (BW- 10 KHZ)

20se. TEST AGE

G

PLOT SS
* AVG'D VALUES

DEIONSTRATION
FOR MANUAL

4 JUN 80
SCHNEIDER

-2Se0. ST GAGE 1KV)

S. TIME .01
TEST GAGEt Ml&l ENDEUCO 2264A 2KG S/N1 AX 03 A

MFR.SENS: .2918(MV/G) PEAK: 149(G) CAL.SENS: .2861(MU/G)DIF: 1 '
RANGE1 20 0(G), GAINt.5, ANVIL: 14889.1, BALLt 1.125 t1

STD. GAGE: MFR.SEhS$ 1.96(MV/G) PEAK: 143?(G) S/N,: UB 34

.. Figure 20. Long plot, averaged.

- S2
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ACCELEROMETER CALIBRATION (BU- 10 KHZ)
2See. TEST AGE

.. .

PLOT 25
AVIG"D VALUES

DEMONSTRATION
FOR MANUAL

4 JUN 80
SCHNEIDER I

-2500A. _T GAGE INV)

e15 TIME .e3S
TEST GAGE: M&M: ENDEVCO 2264A 2KG S/N: AX 03 A

MFR.SENS: .2918(MV/G) PEAK: 1409(G) CAL.SENS: .2861(MU/G)• ' .',D I F : 1 X
RANGE: 2009(G), GAIt:.5, ANVIL: 14889.1, BALL: 

1.125

STD. GAGE: MFR.SENS$ 1.96(MV/G) PEAK: 1437(G) S/N$ UB 34
-v .%'.

Figure 21. Short plot, averaged.
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SELECT NEXT OPERATION:

REPEAT AS IS...R

REP AVG PLOTS..AC

LIST ...... .... .L

NEU RANGE...... G

NEU MODEL......M

NEXT GAGE. ..... N

EXIT ........... E

CHANGE BALL FROM 1.125 ...B

CHANGE TEST EVENT ONLY ...... T

TYPE CODE:

Figure 22. Switch options.

SELECT NEXT OPERATIONS

REPEAT AS IS...R

REP AVG PLOTS..AC
LIST. ..... .... L

NEU RANGE......G

NEU MODEL......M

NEXT GAGE......N
EXIT...........E

CHANGE BALL FROM 1.125 ...B

CHANGE TEST EVENT ONLY ...... T

TYPE CODE: 3

SELECT NEU SIZE FROMt
1.125, 1.25, 1.375, 1.5, 1.625, 1.75. 1.875, 2

Figure 23. Request for ball change.

29
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(1) Type ACCAL 0 to go rigcht into the question: OK FOR DROP)1?

It the answer is Y, nut the setup is n'ut UlK because nothing had been' entered1
* - yet , the coiputer answers the Y withU: NOhT TRUE! and hack; tWu to the beginn 1 fy

of the entries (Fig. 27).

2) Type ACCI\L I when a now setup is necessary; but the Test

Fvent , Bate, and Wae in fori at ion are al ready in the pr( jra: and need not be

* changed.

3.3.?.5 E~otes and Errors

a. All entries and option selections have to he tollowedI by Cit.

The program will not advance otherwise.

b. If a wrong character is typed in an answer to a question on

* selecting. an option, the question is repeated if there is enough space on the

screen.

o 4c. If there is not enough space, as, e.g., at the bottoni of the

plot, and an incorrect character is typed there, the program does nothing and

waits for a correct reply. Every reply, however, needs a CR to become etfec-

tive and the CRT screen can become full before proper reply is typed. In this

* --c.case a red light goes on ahove the keyboard and the program is stopp~ed. No

-: further replies are accepted by the computer. Erase the screen , and type the

proper reply atter another CR (to close out any false replies that miight still

be in effect).

d . The paranneter and text entri eS are not altered in the course

of the programi unless requested by the operator. Therefore, it nothing

changes, the program can be cal led with ACE/AL (I or 1 to shorten the initiali1za-

tion (para 3.3.2.4.q).

e. A wrong range entry (Outside di splayed W its) is flagged by a

tonie and the display of the message: WROUNG ETRY, TPY AGAIN; (Fig. 20i). Enter

the proper range and1 the prurl Wi Il proceed rortal IIy.

t. The attenuatnr settings of the ,andlu: inp~ut are calcilatpd in

thp prnqran by is inq the entered range andI jmrif senisi tvi ties. le att efla-

6.tnrs mr then net at the next higher HIiI -sale va1H liMlOV(' the ~NiAt Lwu

1100:30
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si gnal avipl i tude. If the setting requested is beyond the li it of the input

hardware, an error riessaoie says: OUTPUT (of resnective gage) TOO H161H (-ilj.

,-.'- 31) and the prograim suolgests what cdn be done ahout it. Typing an

(1) S causes the program to ask the operator to enter a new

sensitivity of the gage in question (mostly a case of wrong entries the first

tir;ie around)

- .".2) R causes a request to change the g range;

(3) C causes the prograr to step hack for a copletely new

setup.

C. A change of range Can becomie necessary, e.g. , with a high sen-
Ss ti vi ty gage of I mV/g and a 10,0(10-g range prediction, which amounts to i) V

expected gage output. This is at the limit of the hardware. Theretore,

selecting a 9O()1-g range prediction , for exaple, can on rig the expected gage

Output down to 0 V.

h. Sometimes the expected gage output is at the very edge of an

attenuator setting. This situation can produce an input overload when the

gage gets slightly more than the predicted g load. In this case the predicted

range is to he increased.

i. The input overload produces a TSL error displayed as a nuiber

(in this case 167), the m;eaning of which can he found in the back of the TSL

reference handbook (Ref. 3). In addition, the location in the progran where

the error occurred is printed (meani nless for the operator), ano the program

is auto;,ratically exited by providing a > on the next line.

Recrovery from the input overload error is hy typinc (CCAI_ H

(para 3.?.' . .g), .hen ,ther try is attempted. The avera (in g counter i -, not
reset in this cise. It a selective change in the entries (e.I;., ranrje) is

desicred when an overload persists, type r! after A nCAL C as a rt~ 1ly to the

,i sti on: 1K l(IP W, uP? o ich steps the proIra', to the sel ecti on ot furt0er
actin. f l ,l seaectinq a hither range vwill reody a 'ersisting ovrlo,,

ttl dl 5fl (he(~ in ut s a s t or ni nse si 1 s or exces i vc ot tset . PIe I t r

hdlen whl oen fO C ha re (,k, 1i ier (It the stami rri (o is nrot r.-s I

r~~I ir, Or rol .~ 5

\J3
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k. ther TSt errors are not expected to occur in normal operd-

tion. When one does, recovery is achieved by recalling ACCAL in full or with

one of its short versions (para 3.3.2.4.q.).

1. If an M-TRAP xxxxx? error (iHouse trap) occurs, something bad

has happened, the TSL programiing system is not active anyiiore, and a dot is

printed on the next line. Go back to paragraph 3.3.?.2.h., reload TSL and

start from scratch.

m. If one gets blocked in the middle of the (ACCAL) prograi, an

emergency exit is available by typing CTRI C, i,e., nolding down the CTRL key

-..- and typing a C (no CR after that). Sometimes two CTL C's are needed. This

throws the TSL system temporarily out by producing a dot on the next line.

* But TSL can be restarted by typing RE followed by CR. Start froii paragraph

3.3.2.4.a. If ? ILLEGAL COMMAND ? should appear, go back to paragraph

3.3.2.2.h. and start from scratch.

n. A TSL error 130 may occur, when the text intormation is not in

the proper location in the text storage, and the program is requested to print

the text. Go back to paragraph 3.3.2.4.a. This situation, however, is

directly covered by ACCAL error m~essages (Figs. 21 and 26) in normal circum-

stances.

3.3.2.6 Getting Off

a. Flip the disk control switch from PuilN to L)AP. Wait approxi -

mately 2 min for the disk to despin.

b. After the LOAD-light has appeared, remove disk and close lid

again.
".- V -.

c. Turn computer off.

d. tnote: )o not leave the disk in the (Irive; it cannot he

removed when the coriputer is turned oft. Si'i ilarly, d disk cannot. he loaded

unless the comlputer is turned on.

-'"".** e. When the floppy disk is used, o{,r Iid r , ovc (Ii s ml :lose

lid again.

32
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3.3.3 f)escription of Program

3.3.3.1 Assembly

a. The subroutines of the program are all individually recorded

on disk. Their respective file names are the names used in the program with

an "N" appended to the name if the name is not longer than five characters.

In six-character names, the last character is replaced by an N to produce the

file name (see Table 1 for complete list of subroutines).

b. All file name extensions are TSL, e.g., RANGEN.TSL.

c. Group B (which is in binary format) is assembled into file

PACBEN.TSL, while group A (which is in ASCII format) is assembled into file

ACCALK.TSL. Both groups are listed in Table 1.

TABLE 1. SUBROUTINE LIST

Subroutine Program Disk File
Name Name

Group A: ACCALK.TSL

ACCAL ACCAL N
BASEL BASELN
BELET BELETN
BELLER, BELLEN

CALCUL CALCUN
COPY COPYN
DELAY PLLAYN
ENPAR ENPARN
("CAI GCAL N
INPMAX INPMAN
LABL LABLN
I ABLC LABLCN
LISTAL LISTAN
LISTEX LI STEN
NAM 1 N NAM I NN
N AOK)OJ T NAHI.UN N
PEAK PEAKN
RANGE RANGEN
SCAFAC SCAFAN
SWI TCH SWI TCN

Group 13: PACN I N._TSI

ACE 2CH AL 2il
1)I SNEW P I SNN

33
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% (I The final proqram~ ACCAL is then assembhled by coiibin i n PAC I N

and ACCALK into tile AMCAL.T'SL, with an 'end' statemient appended by addin(J the

file ENOL.TSL.

3.3.3.2 Register nesiygnation

a. Tat)le 2I shows thle f ixed I-Regi ster desi gnati on . The reiiaindler

. utf the regi sters are used! for variable purposes. 16 is used in an extensi on

of the p)rograim that is nuot discussed here.

TABLE 2. -REGISTER DESIGNIATION

11: Samiple Rate Code
114: Input Attenuator Code
113: Bandwidth in kHz, Standard Gage

N-. 112: Range in G, Standard Gage
1I.1: Test Gage , Range in G
11n: Calibration fifference in

19: Block Size
18: Average Counter
17: Average Close-Out Flag
16: XYZ Mode
15: Test Gage, Bandwidth in kHz

h. Table 3 shows the fixed R-Register designation. Rh and R2 are

used for variable purposes.

TABLI.E 3. k-REGISTER PESIGNATIOII

R15: AnvilI Numiber
P14: Ball Size in Incii
P,13: Short Plot M,1aximum Til 7e in Secunds
21?: Full-Scale G Value for Display
211: Standard Gage Sensitivity in iV/ G
R210: Short Plot Minili Time in Seconds

FQ 9: Test Gage Sensitivity by Manutactiirer in iV/G
P8: Peak Standard Gage Output in G
R7: Peak Test iage )utp'It in k

.P6: Calculated Sensitivity ot Test ]aei- in ri/I;

P : Full-Scale Time for Lurl_ Plot in seconds
P4L Peak Standard Cage, Nit It Ave rale Sijri~o r
'13: Peak Test Glage ONtj~it Ave ra( y. Siii ii -
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c. The fixed registers keep their designation throughuut tie

whole proyram.

d. Table 4 is a map of locations of entries in the text ')lock.

All ASCII character entries are stored there. The number of characters

allowed for an entry is generally one less than the size of the storage pro-

vided, to leave room for a CR at the end. The test designation entry size is

two less than the size of the storage because in the display on the plot, this

text is broken up into two lines of 13 and 14 characters each. For the 14th

character on the first line, a hyphen is inserted if the entry is larger than

14 characters.

TABLE 4. TEXT BLOCK ORGANIZATION

Block Bi5: Total Size 120 Elements

Text Start No. No. of Char's Size

Test Event 0) 27 30

Date 30 14 15

Name 45 14 15

Std. Gage S/N 60 14 15

Test Gage H "I M 75 29 30

Test Gage S/Nl 105 14 15

3.3.3.3 Prograr Boundaries

a. The basic range of setup requirements is determined ny te j-

ranges to he tested on the drop bail calibrator. These may lie hetween 50 ano

10,(00 g. The display times (windows) are deterni ned oy the requirement to

provide enough time to establish that the (gage output has returned to zero, or

has suffered a permanent offset in the test (long plot) . In order to eval iate

the correspondence of test and standard gage signal shape, a close is p'rovided

(short plot). The ranqe of these arid all paraiieter vdlu es cin he found in

Table 5.

h. Blocksize and window deterriine sarI l'e rate and achievaoile

bandwidth. Anvil and hall size are values that provide, tor the jaqles trsteo,

the desired q-ran(Je. The baseline correction ti e is use(i to( est, iilisn a zre

baseline troi. t he analog (usually oftsot) silnal. 11,;rir,; this ti _, no doita

signal should be present.

35
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%% -TABLE 5. BASIC PARAMETERS

Range (G) 50 25) 1 0) 250(0 5000 10(,(m0

Wi ndow (is) 20 20 10n 1( 10n I0

Short Plot Coverage
l(ls) 3-7 3-7 1.5-3.5 i.5-3.5 1.5-3.5 1.5-3.5

Bandwidth (kliz) 25 25 50 50 50 50

Sample Rate (kS/s) 51.2 51.2 I02.4 102.4 102.4 102.4

Saiiple Rate Code 7 7 10 10 10 1

* Base Line Corr (is) 2.5 2.5 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25

Block Size 1024 1024 1024 1024 1024 1024

. Anvil 14886 14887 14887 148P9.1 148B9.1 14889.2

Ball Size (inch) 1-1/8 1-1/8 1-11/2 1-1/8 I-I/8 1-1/2

c. As many drops as wanted can be anded to the average. As many

drops as are necessary can be done before the data are added to tle average.

The average counter advances only when A has been typed.

3.3.3.4 Program Logic

3.3.3.4.1 Main Program ACCAL (Fig. 24)

a. The first decision is made on the argument of tle call.

If there is no argument, the program announces itself, goes to the text and

parameter entering sequence, and then prints out the whole set of entries.

b. If there is an argument, i.e., the operator wants to skip

all or part of the entering sequence, a decision is made on whether tne text

block is already established (it would riot be, it, e.g., an argument would be

used on the first call). If the answer is no, an error message is printed

(FRRI, Fig. 25) and the program loops hack to the beginning ot the entering

sequence.

c. If the text block is established, a further decision is

made on whether there is inforoation in it. It nothing had been entered yet,
% ," the saime error message is printed (Fig. 25) and the prot-Irain loops back to the

beginning of the entering sequence.

d. If information is found , the type of argurient has to he

exaini ned. A 1 :iakes the program skip the text entering by starting at the

e parameter entry.

36
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TEST, DATE, AND NAME MISSING

TEST IN WHICH GAGE WILL BE USED:

Figure 25. ERR1 message.

]11

e. A 0 in the argument leads to a check to see it the gage

pararmeters are properly set up (again they would not he if, e.g., this was the
first call). The input attenuator code is a good criterion for that because

it is calculated from range and gage sensitivities. If it does not have a

proper value an error is printed (ERR2, Fig. 2. ) , and the program- loops hack

for reentering proper parameters.

f. If the input attenuator code is a proper one, the program

- goes to the OK FOR DROP? question. The regular programi (no argument on the

call) winds up at this same place, after it has performed the range selection

and the input attenuator code calculation (para 3.3.3.4.2 and 3.3.3.4.3).

g. If the answer is NO, the SWITCH (list of action requests)
is displayed for selection of further action. An EXIT request leaves the

program and a REDO goes hack to the parareter entry.

h. If the answer is YES, the input attenuator code is again

interrogated (to find out whether the calculations in the INPMAX subroutine

have yielded a proper one). If it is not correct, an error message (ERR5, Fig

27) is printed and the program goes hack again to the parameter entry.

i. If the input attenuator code is correct, the program pro-

ceeds to arm the input and print a message (Fig. 15). When the trigger comes

in, and while the two simultaneous inputs are taken, another message is

printed (Fig. 17).

SETUP MISSING

@r 4 STD GAGE S/Nt

Figure 26. ELRR2 messaqe.

3811
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TEST: HAVE HOST AT NTS, DABS I

DATE: 6 MARCH 1980 NAME: SCHNEIDER

TEST GAGE: ENDEVCO 2264A 2K ,S/N: 67890,MIFR.SENS: 
5.(UV/G)

CALC.SENS: 0.(MV/G),PEAK: 0.(G),DIF: 0%

STD. GAGE: S/N: 12345,SENS: 1.96(MV/G),PEAK: @.(G)

RANGE: 2500(G), GAIN: .5, ANVIL: 14889.1, BALL: 1.125

OK FOR DROP(Y OR N),OR REDO ALL(R),OR 
EXIT(E)? Y

NOT TRUE!!!
.. . ..m

STD GAGE S/NI

Figure 27. ERR5 message.

j• The baseline is corrected next. Analog inputs have (troim"

various sources) a slijht offset that cannot be removed properly with a.c.

%couplinu. Theretore, d.c. coupling is used and the oftset calculated by

averagjing over the first 128 points of the data (this is an area where the

data are kept at zero q by setting a delay in the calibrator between the

trig]gjer and the data). The entire Dlock of data is then corected with tiis

value.

k. Calibration in q's is perforned and the peak value of each

data hloc is found.

1 The rieasured sensitivity is derived tron the ;leasured peak

va les:

-- t h s . ens. 'afj - x Entered Test (;aje ens..'-aK (Std. Gaqe

T . (lit terWnll! h tt, r u. :rr i sensitivity and the .antitacturer' S sen-

--sIt vity iS 5u cailsoI t trori the peak vali es:

., I ~itt r ,n t, :Pica Peat , 't . "

* I .r the, h]1ihdir iciua ,, lQ e, a clini,)? id -tIAl-sVdl w vi;' fLI"

i _tilt! iIt l 1 (:I I Iat ii .

3'" 3V:.
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n. Roth inputs, the standard gage and the test gage, are

displayed in the plot (see Fig. 18 for an example). After checking whether

the calibration is more than ±5 percent off and sounding the tone four tiiies

when it is off (ERR6), the legend is printed on the plot. Two bells are

always rung to advise the operator that a plot is available.

o. If the plot is not right, a direct repeat ot the input can

be requested, or a skip to the SWITCH for selecting an option, or one can

exit, if desired. If averaging is wanted, the peak values are sui.ted, arid,

after the last data are averaged, the averdge peak values and sensitivity are

calculated. An automatic copy is made of both p)lots when the average is

closed out with AC (Figs. 20 and 21).

p. If one cares to proceed, the short plot is displayed with

the same legend (Fig. 19). The same options for leaving the plot are avail-

able in o. above, except for a chance to redisplay the long plot before goirnq

on.

q. On regular continuation, one winds up at the SWITCH (Fig.

221 from where one can do several things:

(1) Repeat without any changes in the setup,

(2) Enter a new g range,

(3) Enter the new S/N of the next test gage if it is the

same model ,

(4) Enter a new model and manufacturer of a test gage,

(5) Obtain a listing of the parameters and the text
presently in force,

start) (6) Exit from the program (e.g., for a completely new
~start),

(7) Enter a new ball size. In this case a selection of
ball sizes is printed from which one has be be chosen.

(R) Enter a new test event,

(q) Repeat the automatic plots. Subsequently, a new

listing is displayed.

3.3.3.4.2 Subroutine RANGE (Fig. 2P)

a. This routine serves to set up the fixed parareters based

on the request range. A range chosen outside the limit of 50 to 10,000 ig

results im an error and a request to reenter (FRI3, Fig. 29).

40
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• "p.

m.A B

REQUEST ENTRY

I ANVIL C ... 9.2
' ENTER BALL SIZE :I-1/2

SET UP:

S.P. CODE =7 BLK SIZE =1024
ANVIL: .... 6 BASE LINE PLOT = .02 SEC
BALL = 1-1/8 CLOSE UP :3 TO 7 MS
BW =25

+YES YESLS.

;': ~ ~~ ~ I "N : ICL NP VOLTAGE

ANVIL .... 7 7. FOR STD & TEST GAGE

II

-Y SE

.. BW50BASE LINE PLOT =.01 SEC

S.R. CODE=1O CLOSE UP- 1.5 TO 3.5 MSSBALL 5SOIZE = 1-1/2

" YES

E. ATT CODE

CHANGE :

","" BALL SIZE 1 -1/8
p. 50O

°.--

SFigure 28. Subroutine range.
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SELECT RANGE BETWEEN 50 AND 10000 (G)

? 25
URONG ENTRY* TRY AGAIN

Figure 29. ERR3 message.

-. The second purpose is to produce the input attenuator code

from the calculations in the INPMAX subroutine.

. c. The options provided in INPMAX are exercised.

- :-*' 3.3.3.4.3 Subroutine IIPHIAX (Fig. 30)

a. From the range and sensitivity as entered, the maximum

expected input voltage is calculated. The input attenuator setting is started

at half of the lowest full-scale available in the hardware.

b. In a loop, the attenuator setting is increasea by a factor

of 2 until it is greater than the expected input voltage. Because the highest

scale factor available in the hardware is 10, this setting has to be forced

since it is not the next binary number.

c. If the expected input voltage is still higher, this

results in an error i;iessage (ERR4, Fig. 31) with an option

(1) to reenter a proper gage sensitivity.

(2) to request a new g range.

(3) to go back for a coiipletely new setup.

3.3.3.4.4 Subroutine PAJrIN (Fiti. 32)

a. The purpose of the routine is to accept characters froi

the keyboard one at a tii'ie and to enter, theri in a desirlated area in the text

block.

b. The entered character is echoed back to tue screen (type-

writer etfect). The character is loaded when neither a PuIuIt nor a (IT1L H

had Oeen encountered. The rubhut allows the correction ot a si le wrung

-, .. ": 42
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INPMAX !'

CALC VOLT MAXFROM ENTERED SENS
:-'. ANID RANGE i

'.5.,SCALE = .0625 VO

TOOHIG CODE 0

.'. .SCALE X2 I "2

zl SCALE = OV ..

NO '"R EQU ES T  ENTRYI ;'

RE-ENTER SENS

, YES V"MA

-'5'' WHAT DIFF RANGE

,R FOR CSD "-'--T-M REQUES ENTRY .

Y:, NEW SET UP%

CODE 0
NO

SET GOTO REG =0

qm10,

RETURN

*O Figure 30. Subroutine INPMAX.
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THIS IS THE ACCELEROMETER CALIBRATION PROGRAMJ

* . CONNECT REF TO lAl AND TESTGAGE TO 'B' INPUT

TEST IN WHICH GAGE WILL BE USED:
HAVE HOST AT NTS, DABS I

DATE: 6 MARCH 1980
NAME: SCHNEIDER

STD GAGE S/N: 12345
STD GAGE SENS(MV/G):
? 1.96

TEST GAGE MAKE & MODEL: ENDEUCO 2264A 2K

TEST GAGE S/N: 67890
* TEST GAGE SENS(MV/G):

.~'* -. SELECT RANGE BETWEEN 50 AND 1e0e0 (G)

? 580
TEST OUTPUT TOO HIGH
REENTER SENS(S)OR DIFF RANGER,OR WIHOLE SETUP(C):

Figure 31. ERR4 message.

mop 41
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NAMIN

ACREUURN

Fiur 32. SurouinTNERN

ECHO

RUB. YE
OUT- PRIN
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* ~~charoctor orn the, spot. it ire tiidri (tin, cirr t iwi, ii

[Isoll to1 rety Ie ti ie ery. tr a' ( rt d r~ a IL rKrrt~w n-H

i(Isedl out.

c . l lorl the bI oo c 1 se o l ut ari the rc 1>0( Ye

routi rif, tjes to i ts curl. it il P is there, nior o ,Ii *4t !5 he St h(rorct

tor,* tile entry has- mtvimisly run ovor tire 1 mit. 1-n e~rror t:5-,,w e

Q is printed with thef ro~itest to reenter. Tile runt lu-, rietu!rns ,f) tr or

ki I~ I w rliot pr in t d iwes sa je hit ju s roH Iest to) reen tek'r , 0t

suhrouiti ne returnis t~o tile start.

THIS IS THE ACCELEROMETER CALIBRATION PROGRAM

CONNECT REF TO BAN AND TESTGAGE TO BB INPUT

TEST EVENT IN WHICH GAGE WILL BE USED:

TRIPLE-SUPER-DUPER-FALLTHROU
* TOO MANY CHARmS! DO AGAIN:

Figure 33. ERR7 miessage.

a .Thp rout inc tutchps a charact er oneo at a tine fro,)r thne

se] ected text 01 ick area andI pri rts it on thle screen in tule Ioadt r Oi utuu(

toi h), the cuirsor.

% con ('r , r i n it oe r- i ri t *il , : flO nc r n i ui w, rir.-

ruft,. it it i p rinto(I, in, IIF (1 in too o dit i(Cl . a tu e

Vii ri c 5 nt o r ~ r o tI
1 d 1 r'rtt i' i j ,

T t I j j d a

L1

C..

%;

I A . '
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NAOU

I..L
START P

11111

CHAR

CR YE CLOE OUTCR WTH-U

LOOP MOD

PAS

'VYES

*A..

SPAC NO RIN

4. -?

~~444YES

PRNTC

i*

_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ RN Fiuc3.SbouFnY-@T

Y SAC

.4 47
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~MULTIPLIER=l

PECAYFACE2.
2.51

N.NO

'"'" ~EA X X.11EA X1

NO
PEK E SCALE=5 CLEX0IL

IMULT X 10 S<AE0I

Figure 35. Subroutine SCAFAC.
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0. In order to have a criterion for the order of ijiagnitmie,

the sigrial ieak is scaled uop or down by factors of 11) while a 'jultiplier keeps

track of the powers of 101. Then a full -scale value of 1, 2.5, or 5 is deter-

*ni ned. At the end of the rout ine, the !o l tipl ier restores the scale value to

the previous power of ]D1.

3.3.4.7 PIther Subroutines

a. \l 1 other TSL subroutines are not doscri neo !oau, e tri.y

are siiple and can easily he understood frori the sourc1 iF . %

h. The binary routines are descri oo in the 1, l r r i p

I;ackaie (Pet. /1) ind are riot needed for the understarmirli i ',I .I

"* ". d ,cc racy. The step from taking rieasuren rits wITh (I r'i, i'r r

Po d rii d scope pictrires to using a calibrated instruioent in toe serlsk of a

fast vol tiieter, On rigs a great increase in accuracy ot tle lsureiient . Since

it is ditticilt to assess the accuracy of the previous i'ethod, rowever, the

i creaso carnot ne expressed in a nuerical factor.

The TSt eulpilIient useo1 for computer input has a 12-bit converter, that is

an error of apIproximately ti).05 percent. The input ariplifiers are spiecified

at ±3 percent with 0.1 percent linearity. The input filters add another ti

percent absolute uncertainties. The excitation voltage can easily he set up

to he within t1 percent. The standard accelerorreters are certified at +2 per-

cent accuracy by the standards lab. This includes the charge amplifier at its

norially used gain setting.

The avera, in(f of drops helps to decrease tile statistical variations be-

tween vieasurements, e.g., averaging four drops reduces the statistical "noise"

ny a factor of 2 (Pet. 5). iecause these accuracy statements are for i'laximum

dvi ati ons , the errors shuul d not sirilply ne added algqehraically hut rather

()PeI etri cal ly (Pet. 6). The absol ute error is then (neilecting the contribu-
t ion s .! 2 2 2

b w= ) (') (3") - =3.7",. However, the drop ball

al ihra i on ieasurei-ints are curipa rati ve rather than adbsolute as far as the

,w ijririgJ elijlpent is concerned. Then only the registration differences be-

tween the two measurement channels are important. These have been determined

t I)e lss than +I porcnt on all setti ngs of the input attenuator and the

t I t.r,,r that are used f or the cali Drati on i easurecenits

49
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Therefore, with the measurement system providing a 'Iaxi!IJII O) t percent

uncertainties, the accelerometer calitbration accuiracy can oe derived froiI the

2 percent ot the standard accelerometer and the I percent of the system setup,
which amounts to a total ot 2.25 percent. The repeataoility of the mieasure-

ments is hetter than tl percent.

Cnmpared to the figures in Ref. 1, whichi have ueen calculated for the
.. i anual scope display, and which are used here just to ofie an iea of the pro-

portion, the automated procedure has gained calibration accuracy im,1provement

by i:iore than a factor of 2 for the whole process.

Ip

'p
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IV. EOUIPMENT
.- I.

4.1 ANALOG ELECTRONIC HARDWARE

The meters to monitor current, resistances, and voltages should he 3-1/2

to 4-1/2 digit digital multimeters. The megohm iiieter should allow m'easure-

ments to 100 12. The low-pass filters in the signal lines to the coi lputer

should he able to provide a linear phase low-pass characteristic with at least

24 dB/octave slope in the O.5-kHz to I-kHz bandwidth range. An important

part of this equipment is the "signal conditioner" which was tuiIt in-house to

perform the required measurements. Besides the (jage excitation adjustrient and

balance trim, the signal conditioner has a function switch that allows making

the static measurei-ents (para 3.2.3) without having to change test leads.

4.2 nIGITAL ELECTRONIC HARDWARE

Since the software is working within the TSL prograrmming system that has
the analog-to-digital interface control instructions, it is necessary to use

the TSL computer front end which contains the triggering circuit, the input

attenuator, antialiasing filters, the sample rate and num;ber ot sarlies selec-

tors, and the analog-to-digital converter. This front-end syster connects to

the Unibus* ot practical ly any PDP-11 computer that can run the RT-1i oper-

ating systemi. A miinimiui of 28K of randomi access memiory (RAil) is necess'ary,
also the extended arithiietic functions have to be available. A CRT1 terriiral

needs to have bit addressing for the graphics of the plots, and the nit has to

be connected to a hard-copy machine for obtaining the printed documients ot the

results.

51.i* trademiark of Hligi ta I Equ i prent Corporation, r layna rd, MIA,

! -..i
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V. CONCLlS IOTN

" A viaole and useful cal ibration syste has been designed and i,,plementeo.

Numerous calibrations have been performed since the two years the systei has

been in operation. The time required to do the drop ball part of the gage

calibration has been decreased by a factor of 10 by automiating the procedure.

Improvements have been made since, especially in the software. Of parti-

cular interest might be a sister progra; package that allows cross-axis sen-

sitivity testing.
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